Introduction
In the present paper the conditions of uniqueness and existence of the solutions of mixed boundary value problem for hyperbolic systems (of partial differential equations of second order) are discussed. The obtained results generalize theorems proved by O.A.Ladyzhenskaya in [1] to the case of hyperbolic systems. Notation used throughout the paper and formulation of the problem are given in Section 2. Uniqueness is proved in Section 5, whereas the existence of the solution and a method of its construction are considered in Section
Formulation of the problem
We shall use the following notations: x = (x Q ,x^,...,x m ) is a point of (m+1) -dimensional space, where x Q is tiime--coordinate. The remaining space coordinates are briefly denoted by x = (x 1 ,... .x^) e h" 1 . Let a be an open bounded region in ^ and let 2Q. be its boundary. We denote by Q = = £i x (0,a) the set of points x = (x Q ,x) and by S its lateral surface.
The system of differential equations considered in this paper is of the form m m l 4 ^oV The elements of A^ are supposed to be bounded and to have measurable and bounded generalized derivatives.
The rijht hand side of (1)
is a vector function of the point x; F^(x) are square integrable over Q. We write:
In further considerations we shall omit the summation sign in (1) and we assume the summation convention over repeated indices. Thus A^x) and so on.
In the sequel we shall consider various functional spaces.
Thus L 2 (£2) and L2(Q) are spaces of square integrable functions, over Si and Q, respectively. After defining weak deri-(k) vatives we shall define the corresponding spaces ' of differentiable functions. We shall denote by a dot D(£2), D^(Q),D P (Q) the spaces of functions with compact support and (Q) in the norm of ^ leads to D2(Q). We say that a vector of a matrix belongs to a space, if their components are elements of this space.
With the notation introduced above, the problem considered in this paper may be formulated as follows:
A solution of the system (1) is required which satisfies the following mixed boundary value conditions:
yr a m -122 -As we shall prove in the paper, the considered problem has a weak solution. A weak solution of (1), (2) is defined as follows. First observe, that introducing the function def (3) $(x) = 0 for b<x Q <a
and taking the scalar product of (1) and (3), after performing integration over Q according to (2), we arrive at the equality
where
According to this equality, a function ueD^(Q) is said to be a weak solution of (1), (2), if for an arbitrary vector function
e D 2 (Q)J the identity holds true and the condition u(Otx) = f (x) is 'satisfied almo t everywhere.
Uniqueness of weak solution
We shall prove the ."ollowing theorem. Theorem on uniqueness.
A weak solution of the problem (1), (2) is unique.
Proof. Let us assume that there exist two different solutions u^)(x) and and let u(x) = u^ ^ (x).
The vector function u(x) satisfies the equality
and the condition u(0,x) = 0.
If we take 0 "a
for b<xQ<a
.".lakin; use of the formulas
and Taking into account the definition of (x,i we can write
By the theorem of Gauss it follows that
since the integral over d Q vanishes for xQ = 0. Hence we obtain
Next, from the inequality
and from the assumption that the matrices (A.,) ,A.
(ij= 1 x j x =0,1,...,m)f A, and derivatives (a.-^)" for (i,,...,m) are It) x o bounded it follows that under the proper choice of constant C we have
From the definition of the vector function $ we infer that
and taking into account the estimate Our construction is based on the corresponding finite--difference scheme. This scheme is formed by taking in x = (x / j,... f x ) -space hyperplanes = kjAx^, where k^ are integers (i=0,1,...,m).
The intersection points (k^x o , k^Ax^,... f k m Ax m ) of these hyperplanes will be taken as nodal points of a mesh. We denote by h the set of all nodal points which belong to the open set ; Q^ = 0,rAxQ where r is the entire part of , and a denotes the step of the mesh. The nodal points of o the "boundary of will be denoted by and we write S^ = ^0,rAxJ . From now on nodal points will "be written "briefly x = (xo,x) = (xqx^ ,... ,xm).
Let v(x),w(x) be two vector functions of the nodal points of the mesh. We shall introduce the following notation (see N): 
The following identities may be verified easily
Let us verify the first one
q.e.d. The proof of the second identity is similar. The application of the notation introduced above makes it possible to replace (1) and (2) by the following finite-difference scheme
u(x) = 0 for x e Sh .
First we shall prove that the solution u(x) of a finitedifference scheme, defined at nodal points Q^jCxQ^-S) is unique.
The values of coefficients of the system (V) at the nodes placed outside of Q^ and neighbouring with S^ will be defined through their values taken at the closed points lying on S. Further we assume that u(x) =0 at all nodes x of a layer 0<XQ< rAxQ, which does not belong to Q^. Taking scalar product of vector finite-difference equation (1 7 ) with rn 0 T / 1QU (x)+l u (x) and taking into account that (20) we arrive at two equalities
JJ i a \xg=0
Substraction of both sides of these identities leads to an expression which vanishes identically. Addition of this expression to the left side of (23) yields 
The substitution of the right hand side of (29) into the same side of (35) and the application of (28), with a proper choice of the corresponding constant leads to inequality
•»A such that it converges in the space L2(£) and weakly converges in W.^CQ) to a function u(x) e D(S2) for xei2 . Consequently, we infer that u(x) belongs to LgCfl) and depends continuously on xQ, and hence u(0,x) =9(x).
Let us prove that u(x) is a weak solution of the problem (1), (2) . We have proved above, that the boundary and initial conditions are satisfied.. Thus, we have only to prove that equations (V) and (2') are satisfied.
Let $ £ D^CQ) and assume h so small that $ = 0 on S^; is extended over all semispace xo> 0., where the right hand term converges uniformly to zero as h 0. From this estimate we conclude that for an arbitrary function ieDgiQ) identity (39) holds true. This fact proves the existence of a weak solution of the problem (1), (2) , under assumption that the functions F(x), <p(x), , yr{x) are continuous in Q, ¿2,resp. ,and that y and y vanish in a close vicinity of the boundary of .
